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REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF AMAFA AKWAZULU NATALI FOR THE
YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2010
I believe that 2009/10 year has been a productive year for Amafa. Despite numerous challenges,
major successes can be reported. Perusal of the detailed annual report will show that the organization
has achieved a success rate of around 90% with regard to the standing items within its core functions.
The KwaZulu Cultural Museum Complex, one of Amafa’s core projects drew over 20 000 visitors
during the year under review. The major upgrade work at the museum over the last three years
culminated this year with the completion of a new audio-visual room and audio-visual programme.
This centre will remain current, requiring only limited maintenance for the next five years.
Amafa continues to play a pivotal role in maintaining provincial sites of conflict, notably the
Isandlwana, Shiyane and Spioenkop Battlefields, which, between them attracted 33 640 visitors. Work
commenced on the restoration of an Azaria Mbatha mural at Shiyane. Ultimately this facility will
showcase art from the famous art school. Despite a dwindling maintenance budget, Amafa maintains
some 45 minor sites of conflict within the Province, partnering with the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission in maintaining certain of the major military cemeteries.
Although Amafa is able to allocate only a small budget towards new memorials, striking memorials
were designed and erected at the grave of iNkosi Dingiswayo, near KwaMbonambi, and iNkosi
Dumisa, near Impendle. A beautiful memorial to Queen Nandi is awaiting erection. New interpretation
panels were also placed at numerous sites throughout the Province.
The highlight of the Amafa year was the opening, by the Hon. Premier and His Majesty the King, of
the state of the art Multimedia Centre at uMgungundlovu. This facility was completed within budget
and stands to become the principle interpretive facility dealing with the birth and history of the Zulu
nation. Certain of the computer aided exhibits, such as a three dimensional map table onto which
spatial information is projected, are world firsts. The centre has drawn widespread praise.
Amafa is not only tasked with management of heritage sites. Monitoring of compliance with heritage
legislation and maintenance of heritage inventories are also major core functions. During the year
under review, Amafa staff undertook several heritage surveys aimed at updating information within
the Provincial Heritage Database. The various heritage databases now hold in excess of 10 000
heritage records. A new Cultural Heritage Management Plan for the Ukhahlamba Drakensberg World
Heritage Site was developed. Amafa staff handled over 1 674 permit applications relating to the Built
Environment and Archaeology, a substantial increase over the previous year. This is despite the fact
that the staff compliment is under serious pressure.
Certain capital projects identified for the year were shelved due to Cabinet’s instruction to curtail
expenses. This instruction posed serious challenges to the organization, as many projects, already in
progress, had to be put on hold. This included the design and erection of a new memorial at the
Nelson Mandela Capture Site, and various capital projects relating to improvement of heritage sites. I
believe that Amafa is significantly underfunded, and have pointed this out for several years. I am
pleased to note that the new Premier, The Hon. Z L Mkhize, has taken a personal interest in Amafa
and has committed himself to ensuring that heritage in KwaZulu-Natal receives proper attention. I and
the Council of Amafa will provide whatever support is required to assist the Premier.
I believe Amafa finances have been managed well, and perusal of the audit report will reveal that
audit concerns revolve around technicalities related to the nature of Amafa’s business, rather than to
any financial irregularity. The Council and Staff of Amafa are committed to “Operation Clean Audit
2014”.
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The Annual Report will demonstrate that the staff of Amafa, under the guidance of Council, have met
their statutory obligations, obtained best value-for-money, and have eliminated fruitless and wasteful
expenditure. Amafa have incurred no expenditure on tickets and/or other paraphernalia in respect of
the 2010 FIFA World Cup. I would like to thank my fellow councillors, the executive and staff for their
contribution during this year.

AJ KONIGKRAMER
CHAIRMAN: AMAFA AKWAZULU NATALI
30 JULY 2010

NODWENGU
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SUBMISSION OF THE ANNUAL REPORT
In accordance with the legislative requirements, as detailed by Section 55 of the Public Finance
Management Act, No. 1 of 1999, we have the pleasure of presenting the Annual Report for the
financial period 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010.
Mission of Amafa AkwaZulu Natali
“To strive for excellence in the conservation, management, interpretation and sustainable utilisation of
the heritage resources of KwaZulu – Natal for the present and future generations”
Values and Vision of Amafa AkwaZulu Natali
In discharging its statutory obligations, the Council and staff of Amafa AkwaZulu Natali are guided by
the following values:









Impartiality;
Transparency;
Honesty;
Democratic participation of the public in heritage related matters;
Independence of staff in the carrying out of responsibilities;
Competency of all staff in the execution of operations and administration;
Perseverance and pride in the working environment; and
Accountability via the provincial heritage legislation to the parliament of KwaZulu – Natal.

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali is the custodian of the heritage resources of KwaZulu – Natal. We hold
ourselves accountable for the discharge of our responsibilities in a professional manner, whilst aiming
to promote the preservation of heritage resources within our province. We aspire to the highest
standards of operational and fiscal management and discipline while acknowledging the importance
of service delivery.
We endeavour to work as a team, planning with precision and executing duties with enthusiasm and
commitment, striving at all times to improve service delivery, organisational performance and
transparency in our operations. Staff is considered a valuable resource in which we will invest
thereby affording opportunities to enhance skills and accordingly careers.
Our dealings with the public and colleagues will be conducted with integrity, displaying respect,
fairness and objectivity. In achieving this, we will honour the faith and reliance placed upon the
organisation.
Legislation
Amafa AkwaZulu Natali is governed in the main by the following legislation:






The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act No. 108 of 1996;
The KwaZulu – Natal Heritage Act, No. 4 of 2008;
The Public Finance Management Act, No. 1 of 1999;
Treasury Regulations;
The Labour Relations Act, No. 66 of 1995;

In addition to these legislative acts, Amafa AkwaZulu Natali implements various updated policies and
documented systems of procedure for the financial and operational management of the organisation.

SPIOENKOP
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Heritage Resources
Within the KwaZulu – Natal Heritage Act, No. 4 of 2008, the following are categorised as “heritage
assets”:











Places, buildings, structures and equipment of cultural significance;
Places to which oral traditions are attached and/or places associated with living heritage;
Historic settlements and townscapes;
Landscapes and natural features of scientific and cultural importance;
Archaeological and paleontological sites;
Graves and burial grounds;
Movable objects including:
 Objects recovered from the soil or waters of the Province of KwaZulu – Natal, including
archaeological and paleontological objects, materials, meteorites and rare geological
specimens;
 Ethnographic art and objects;
 Military objects;
 Objects of decorative art;
 Objects of fine art;
 Objects of scientific or technological interest;
 Books, records, documents, photographic positives and negatives, graphs, films and
video materials and sound recordings;
Battlefields; and
Traditional building techniques and vernacular architecture.

Categories of Protection
Heritage Landmarks:

For sites not the property of the Province, a provincially supported body, a
local authority or a body supported by a local authority.

Heritage Objects:

Are artefacts and the collection thereof, which have substantial aesthetic,
historic, scientific and/or technological importance or which have a significant
connection to a site protected in terms of the abovementioned

General Protections:

Are applicable to any structure older than sixty (60) years, public memorials
and monuments, battlefields and archaeological, rock art, paleontological and
meteorite sites.

Provincial Landmarks:

For sites which are the property of the Province, a provincially
supported body or a local authority

Provincial Heritage Register:

Is an inventory of conservation-worthy sites as published by notice in
the Provincial Gazette

PRINCE IMPERIAL MEMORIAL
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GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The following outlines briefly the goals of Amafa AkwaZulu Natali and the strategies that are designed
to achieving that goal:
GOAL 1
Amafa aims to promote the significance and value of cultural heritage resources while ensuring that
cultural heritage management is integrated into economic, social and environmental activities within
the province.
Strategy
1. Promoting the organisation’s role in cultural heritage management through the provision of an
advisory service, regular media coverage, publications, lectures, staff attendance at the
appropriate meetings and updating of information on the organisation’s website
2. The establishment and maintenance of interpretive facilities at cultural heritage sites
3. Engaging with relevant stakeholders by way of consultations, participation and the establishment
of partnerships, so as to create synergistic relationships geared towards the promotion of heritage
resources. These would include the following mechanisms:
i.

Dissemination of information and data to all levels of government, cultural heritage
organisations, educational bodies and other appropriate groups;
ii. Council and staff representation at the applicable forums; and
iii. Inviting public participation through regional media.
GOAL 2
It is the mandate of Amafa to conserve and manage the full cultural diversity of heritage resources in
KwaZulu – Natal.
Strategy
1. Through adequate consultation and participation with stakeholders, including the public, Amafa
will address historic imbalances in cultural heritage management.
GOAL 3
Amafa aspires toward promoting the use of the province’s cultural resources in a manner that is
equitable while, implementing necessary controls to ensure sustainability and equity in the use of
resources.
Strategy
1. Cultural heritage resources will be managed in a manner that is aligned to internationally
acceptable norms and standards, guidelines, conventions and charters.
2. The staffing complement will be trained and developed to enhance their skills and capabilities to
allow effective integration of policies, field management and the upholding of the legislative
mandates to which Amafa prescribe.

SHREE GANASHER TEMPLE

RICHENAU MISSION, MIDLANDS
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GOAL 4
Amafa will encourage and facilitate public access to heritage resources including encouragement of
research, education and living heritage practices.
Strategy
1. Amafa will develop comprehensive, detailed and appropriate research and documentation
programmes in partnership with other organisations and individuals.
GOAL 5
Amafa endeavours to support the tourism industry of the province by providing appropriate facilities
and experiences to visitors of our sites.
Strategy
1. Development of facilities at identified sites to encourage tourism in the province
2. Liaise with tourism institutions to create awareness of facilities open to the public
3. In so far as it is possible and feasible, employment opportunities for local communities will be
created.
GOAL 6
The employment of suitably qualified personnel to ensure that the management of heritage resources
and the auxiliary services thereto, is undertaken in a manner that is that will promote the values of the
organisation.
Strategy
1. Ensuring that the staff complement complies with current legislation pertaining to equity in the
work environment.
2. Developing the skills of individual employee’s to meet the requirements outlined in the employee’s
portfolio.
3. Establishing a personnel management team which is responsible for:
i.

Creating an enabling environment for career development. This would include:
 the identification of training needs;
 Providing opportunities to attend development courses and training seminars;
 the development and expansion of individual employee portfolios; and
 the potential for promotion.

ii.

Creating effective channels of communication within the organization and between staff
and the Council of Amafa.

GOAL 7
Amafa will carry out its functions of the organisation within the framework provided by the Public
Finance Management Act, No. 1 of 1999.
Strategy
1. Appointment of a Finance Committee
2. Establishment and maintenance of an independent audit committee
3. Establishment of all protocol required by the PFMA.
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REPORT OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR
ENDED 31 MARCH 2010
AUDIT COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The Audit Committee comprises the following members:
Messrs A Flett (Chairperson), P Christianson, A Konigkramer, Dr. T.J Mbuli
AUDIT COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITY
The Audit Committee reports that it has complied with its responsibilities arising from Section 38(1)(a)
of the PFMA and Treasury Regulation 3.1.13. The Audit Committee also reports that it has adopted
appropriate formal terms of reference as its Audit Committee Charter, has regulated its affairs in
compliance with this Charter, and has attempted to discharge its responsibilities as contained therein.
INTERNAL CONTROL
Whilst the members of the Audit Committee believe that the system of internal controls largely covers
organizational, financial and operating risks, control weaknesses are periodically identified during the
Internal and External audit processes. The committee closely monitors management actions to
remedy these breaches.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Amafa has developed and approved a risk management strategy. This strategy is the foundation for a
continuous risk management process and for managing and monitoring of risks on an ongoing basis.
INTERNAL AUDITING
The internal auditing provides a supportive role for management and the Audit Committee to achieve
their objectives by assisting in the management of risk within the entity.
The internal audit unit is responsible for independent and objective evaluation of the entity’s system of
internal control at a detailed level and to bring any significant business risks and exposures to the
attention of management and the committee through the provision of comprehensive internal audit
reports.
EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The Audit Committee concurs and accepts the conclusions of the Auditor General on the annual
financial statements and is of the opinion that the audited financial statements be accepted and read
together with the report of the Auditor General.

Mr A Flett
Chairperson of the Audit Committee
30 July 2010
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PROGRAMME ANALYSIS
PROGRAMME 1:

ADMINISTRATION

Purpose
The administration function is responsible for providing financial control, human resources
management and strategic support to the organisation.
Measurable objective
This programme aims to ensure effective and efficient management and support to the organisation,
through continuous refinement of the organisational strategies.
Sub – programmes
Within the Administration programme of Amafa, there are two (2) broadly defined sub-programmes
viz:



The Finance Directorate; and
The Administration and Human Resources Directorate.

The duties of the each of these directorates are often interlinked though some may be specific to an
individual directorate. The role in supporting the overall goals of the organisation will hinge on:






Ensuring the delivery of cost effective transactional services as a key financial output;
Maintaining an approach geared towards the efficient use of organisational resources;
Improving support for internal processes by maintaining and (where necessary) enhancing
systems and processes;
Contributing to the establishment of a knowledge management culture and implementing an
efficient network that establishes the achievement of the organisation’s goals;
Supporting learning and growth objectives by refining the human capital plans of the
organisation, i.e. the leadership development plan and skills development plan.

The function of the Directorate: Administration and Human Resources is the enhancement of the
efficiency to assure the appointment of appropriate staff to achieve the organisation’s strategic goals.
The directorate aims to implement the strategic management of staff. Specific focus will be placed on
the attraction, development and retention of scarce skills.
The legal services unit provides a comprehensive legal support function to the organisation.
The Directorate: Finance will focus on compliance with all relevant statutes and regulations, most
notably the Public Finance Management Act.
The directorate manages its risk by reviewing and implementing policies, prescripts and current
legislation pertinent to its operations and functions.

PICTURED (LEFT TO RIGHT): MTHONJANENI SPRINGS, HOWICK FALLS AND WORLD’S VIEW IN
PIETERMARITZBURG
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SERVICE DELIVERY:

Programme 1 (Administration)

Measurable objective:
This programme aims to ensure effective and efficient management and support to the organisation, through continuous refinement of the organisational strategies.

SUB-PROGRAMME

HUMAN RESOURCES

OUTPUT

Recruitment within
existing staff
establishment

MEASURE/INDICATOR

The appointment of staff is
compliant with relevant
legislative prescripts and in
accordance with the
organisational structure of
Amafa

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

2009/2010 TARGET

Appointment of staff in
vacant posts

QUARTER 1

Position of Rock Art
Monitor filled in May
2009

Page 11

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
Motivation to use
existing staff
member from
Ulundi Collection
Section to take
over for the
curation
responsibilities in
the archaeology
section was
In October 2009,
approved by the
there was the
Council
appointment of
the one (1)
The position of
general assistant
Assistant Director
at the Ondini
(Human
precinct
Resources) was
advertised.
The filling of the
Interviews have
position for the
been scheduled to
Deputy Director
take place on 1
(Professional
October 2009.
Services) was still
pending
Two (2) general
assistant positions
were filled at the
Ondini precinct.
Interviews for a
further general
assistant position
were conducted
for the Ondini
Centre

QUARTER 4

As at 31 March
2010, the position
of Deputy Director
(Professional
Services) was still
pending. Legal
advice received by
the Council
revealed that
nothing could be
achieved in this
regard, by the
Council. At the
Council meeting in
February 2010, a
decision was taken
to re-advertise this
position as soon
as the provisions
of circular PT (11)
have been lifted.

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

2009/2010 TARGET

QUARTER 1

Plan was reviewed
and updated for
movement and
changes to staff
structure

The first quarter
application to the
Office of the
Premier, for the
approval was still
outstanding.

Application is made to the
parent department for the
creation of new posts (MMC
posts)

Positions applied
for, through the
Office of the
Premier were not
yet approved at the
end of the quarter

A further
application was
made for the
approval of
additional posts
for the soon-to-be
operating MultiMedia Centre

Standard Operational
Procedures (SOP’s)

The following
standard operating
procedures were
compiled:
 Study policy
 Annual
performance
 Induction and
orientation
 Leave
 Recruitment
and selection

First quarter
SOP’s were still
pending
comments and
adoption by the
Council of Amafa

Revised organogram in
terms of organizational
needs
Creation of posts
identified in the
previous year

Expansion of staff
establishment

HUMAN RESOURCES

Human resource
policies and
procedures

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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The recruitment of
staff was placed
on hold, pending
approval from the
Office of the
Premier for these
posts

As at the end of
the Third Quarter,
despite numerous
efforts to resolve
this matter, no
response was
received from the
Office of the
Premier.
The Code of
Conduct policy
has been
developed and is
awaiting approval
and adoption by
the Council.
The Induction and
Exit policies have
been adopted by
Council

QUARTER 4
One (1) member of
staff was promoted
to a senior
position. This post
became vacant
due to the
resignation of the
previous
employee.
There was also the
appointment of the
Assistant Director
(Human
Resources) in this
quarter.
No approval has
been received for
the creation of new
posts
The Office of the
Premier has not
yet approved the
creation of posts at
the
uMgungundlovu
Multi-Media Centre

The HIV/AIDS
policy has been
drafted. This
policy awaits
comments from
the Executive
Committee before
it can be tabled

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Good governance practices
reviewed annually, audited,
communicated and
implemented

2009/2010 TARGET

Good governance
gaps identified and
corrective measures
adjusted and
implemented annually

Review of the staff
performance
evaluation policy
was conducted and
recommendations
were made to the
Human Resources
Committee

Good governance
gaps identified and
corrective measures
adjusted for and
implemented on an
annual basis

Dates for meetings
for the entire
financial year were
set up at the
beginning of the
financial year.
However, since the
disbandment and
subsequent reinstatement of the
Council of Amafa,
meetings were not
held on the
specified days in
Quarter 1. Special
meetings were
however, called to
consider specific
matters that were
able to be dealt with
in the absence of
the Council

HUMAN RESOURCES

Supervisory reports to
the Council

Reports pertaining to the
assessment and
management of staff across
the organisation

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
The Code of
Conduct policy
No policies were
has been
adopted by the
developed and is
Council during this
awaiting approval
quarter. However,
and adoption by
various human
the Council.
resources policies
were
The Induction and
workshopped to
Exit policies have
members of staff.
been adopted by
Council

No human
resources
meetings were
held within this
quarter

Two (2) meetings
were held in the
Third Quarter, viz.
1 October 2009
and 16 November
2009

QUARTER 4
A workshop was
held by the
Executive
Committee to
review the
performance
evaluation policy.
Recommended
amendments will
be tabled to
Council for
consideration

In the fourth
quarter, the council
took a decision to
disband the
committee,
instructing
management to
deal with
appointments,
evaluations, etc,
administratively
and refer policy
matters to council.
This is in
accordance whit
the new heritage
act.

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Employee
performance

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Performance evaluation
reports

Staff career
development

Good governance
gaps identified and
corrective measures
adjusted for and
implemented on an
annual basis

QUARTER 1
Staff evaluation
reports were dealt
with in three (3)
different meetings.
The implementation
of
recommendations
based on the
results were still
awaiting the
approval of the
Council at the end
of the First Quarter

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
Staff annual
performance
evaluations were
conducted in the
first quarter. The
recommendations
No deliverables
arising from these
targeted for this
evaluations were
quarter
adopted by the
Council and the
results have been
implemented in
this quarter

The Human
Resources section
is in the process of
auditing staff
skills, identifying
gaps and
investigating
training needs

Skills assessment reports

An assessment of
employee
development needs
and the facilitation of
forums to address
those needs

The skills audit
questionnaire was
circulated amongst
members of staff in
order to collect data

Formalisation of a career
path strategy document

Development of a
career path strategy
document

The policy was not developed as this
matter first required the finalisation of the
skills audit

HUMAN RESOURCES
Training

2009/2010 TARGET

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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QUARTER 4

Staff evaluations
are in the process
of being finalised

The report has
been finalised and
is to be tabled at
EXCO. Approval
thereof is
expected early in
the Fourth Quarter
where after the
roll-out and
implementation of
recommendations
will take place

The skills audit
and
implementation
plan was
considered by the
Executive
Committee. Some
training courses
and workshops
were undertaken.
Further, four (4)
staff members
enrolled for
courses at various
institutions through
the Amafa study
scheme

Addressed upon
approval of skills
assessment
report by the
EXCO

This has been
drafted and is to
be tabled to EXCO
for comment

SUB-PROGRAMME

HUMAN RESOURCES

OUTPUT

Internships

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Development of an
internship policy

2009/2010 TARGET

Drafting, approval and
implementation of
internship policy

QUARTER 1
At the end of the
first quarter, the
policy was still
pending. During
this quarter, one
(1) intern was
appointed to the
Archaeology
section while the
contract for the
intern to the Built
Environment
Section had her
contract extended

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3

The internship
policy is pending
comments from
the Executive
Committee

The second intern
post to the Built
Environment
Section is
expected to be
filled in the Fourth
Quarter.
The
implementation of
the policy is being
reviewed on an
on-going basis

The registry
procedures are
monitored on an
on-going basis.

ADMINISTRATION

Registry

Storage and accessibility of
information

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Review current
registry procedures

Procedures and
controls are being
monitored on a
continuous basis.
In this quarter, staff
members within the
registry function
were sent on a
course to further
their development
and skills
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A review of the
procedures and
the application
thereof revealed
no weaknesses to
the system

During the
quarter, officials
from the
Department of
Arts and Culture
(Archives) have
inspected our
procedures,
systems and
controls. These
have been
approved as being
adequate to our
organisation

QUARTER 4
The contracts for
those in training
with Amafa, came
to an end on 31
March 2010.
Due to the scarcity
of architecture
students in
Pietermaritzburg,
we were not in a
position to fill that
internship post

The records
disposal procedure
was drawn up.
Authorisation was
obtained to
dispose of certain
documents which
were no longer of
use to the
organisation or
which had
exceeded their
prescribed dates of
applicability.
Shelving has been
purchased for one
(1) of the Archive
areas.
All archived files
have been reorganised.

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Postage and
correspondence

Maintenance of
Pietermaritzburg office

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Effective channels of
transfer of information to
stakeholders

Adequately maintained
building and structures

2009/2010 TARGET
Maintenance of an
internal and external
correspondence
system that facilitates
the movement of
information to
stakeholders in a
timely manner

General internal
maintenance (as
necessary)

QUARTER 1
Procedures’ relating
to the receiving and
distribution of mail
has been
developed. The
implementation of
the procedures has
been assigned to a
member of staff

The front façade of
the building has
been renovated

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
A review of the
procedures and
the application
thereof revealed
no weaknesses to
the system

An inspection of
the premises did
not reveal any
structural matters
that required
repairs

The
implementation of
procedures is
satisfactory.
There are no
perceived threats
or weaknesses to
the current system

Routine
maintenance of
the building is
conducted as
necessary

QUARTER 4
The
implementation of
procedures is
satisfactory.
There are no
perceived threats
or weaknesses to
the current system
Floors in four (4)
of the
administration
offices were
sanded. Carpets
were installed to
the newly-sanded
floors in order to
protect them.
Electric wiring was
repaired in and
around the
building

ADMINISTRATION

Council matters

Agendas and minutes of
meetings

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

To ensure that
agendas and minutes
of meetings are
documented and
conveyed to the
relevant officials in a
timely manner

Procedure is being
monitored. There
appears to be no
problems to the
current system
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The procedure
and system is
operating as
intended

All information
relating to
meetings are
circulated to
stakeholders in a
timely manner.
Therefore, the
implementation of
procedures is
deemed to be
satisfactory

All information
relating to
meetings are
circulated to
stakeholders in a
timely manner.
Therefore, the
implementation of
procedures is
deemed to be
satisfactory

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Increase awareness of
Amafa and its
operations/facilities

ADMINISTRATION

Marketing/public
relations
Amafa Awards Ceremony

Media releases

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

2009/2010 TARGET

Draft a marketing and
public awareness
strategy and policy for
the organisation

Presentation of
awards to
persons/organisations
upholding heritage
within the province

Dissemination of
information to the
public regarding the
organisation and its
operations

QUARTER 1

The workshopping
of the strategy to
the operational staff
was still pending at
the end of the First
Quarter due to
difficulties with the
logistical
arrangements

The date and venue
for the function was
set. The first media
release to invite
nominations for
awards was
expected to take
place in June 2009

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3

This matter was
still pending

A successful
awards ceremony
took place on 18
September 2009.
In total, four (4)
awards were
handed out.

This was an on-going process
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This matter has
been placed on
hold pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

This matter has
been placed on
hold pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

QUARTER 4
Although no formal
marketing strategy
is currently in
place, Amafa has
done presentations
to various
institutions
regarding our
operations and
general
information about
our entity

Arrangements are
underway for the
preparation of the
2010/11 awards
function
Sixteen (16)
employees were
recognised with
awards for long
service

On-going
information is
released to the
public as
necessary

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Sectoral and
departmental policy
advice

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Timely and relevant analysis
and advice

2009/2010 TARGET

Assessment of policy
priorities for the
medium and outer
year budget

QUARTER 1

On-going process
subject to the
changes and
fluctuations in the
budget and
expenditure trends
and commitments

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
The budget
preparation was
done in December
2009 and
presented and
discussed at the
strategic planning
session held on
No targets were
21/22 December
highlighted as
2009. Finalisation
deliverable for
and submission to
Quarter 2
the Office of the
Premier and to the
KwaZulu Natal
Provincial
Treasury will take
place within the
agreed-upon
timeframe.

FINANCE

Expenditure and
performance analysis

Monthly and quarterly
monitoring of expenditure
and performance

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Introduction of an
improved in-year
expenditure and
performance
monitoring system

The new
performance
system has been
implemented.
Monitoring and
review of the
system is on-going
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The system was
operating as
intended

The performance
information system
has been
successfully
implemented
during the financial
year. It has
worked adequately
for the first and
second quarters.
This system is
monitored by
various oversight
mechanism and
controls that are in
place

QUARTER 4
The budget for the
strategic period
ending 2012/13
was approved by
the Council of
Amafa in January
2010. These
documents were
submitted to the
relevant
stakeholders in
February 2010
and tabled at the
KwaZulu – Natal
Legislature in
March 2010
The performance
information
system has been
successfully
implemented
during the
financial year. It
has worked
adequately for the
first three (3)
quarters of the
financial year.
This system was
evaluated by
Provincial
Treasury and
assessed to be
operating at a
level marked as
“good”.

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Medium-term
expenditure
recommendations

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Inputs to the executive
committee on budget
submissions

2009/2010 TARGET

Phasing in of
measurable objectives
and indicators of
service delivery;
enhanced long-term
expenditure planning

QUARTER 1

Service delivery
and budget
assessments were
subject to the
outcome of the first
quarter
performance and
could not be
assessed until the
closure of that
quarter

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
Quarterly
performance
reports are used
as the basis to
assess service
delivery against
budget usage.

Dealt with in
conjunction with
the performance
information
system

Budget review and
finance statistics

Improved budget
presentation

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Done within the
adoption of the new
performance
system of reporting
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The approval for
the roll-overs that
were applied for
was still pending
as at 31 March
2010

Presentation to the
Provincial
Treasury and the
Office of the
Premier are dealt
with thin the
budget and MTEF
submissions

FINANCE

Timely publication,
accuracy, scope and
quality of content.
Improved quality and
quantity of
measurable objectives
and performance
indicators

Adjustments, as
deemed
necessary are
reported to the
Council of Amafa
via the various
sub-committees.

QUARTER 4

Done

The budget is
monitored on an
on-going basis.
Reports detailing
usage,
adjustments,
estimated
expenditure,
available budget,
etc. are submitted
to the relevant
stakeholders.

The budget is
monitored on an
on-going basis.
Reports detailing
usage,
adjustments,
estimated
expenditure,
available budget,
etc. are submitted
to the relevant
stakeholders.

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Expenditure planning
and budget process
management

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Organisational spending
plans and submissions
thereof to stakeholders

2009/2010 TARGET

Improved performance
information as part of
expenditure planning
and project
evaluations

QUARTER 1

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

A strategic
planning session
was held on 21/22
December 2009.
This session
addressed the
draft budget, the
draft strategic plan
for the period
2010/11 –
2012/13 and the
draft annual
performance plan
for the 2010/11
financial year

The budget,
aligned to Amafa’s
strategic and
annual
performance plans
was compiled in
the third quarter of
the 2009/2010
financial year.
These documents
were presented to
the Council of
Amafa in the fourth
quarter and were
approved by them.
All documents
have been
submitted to the
Provincial
Treasury and to
the Office of the
Premier

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

Capital
expenditure
planning was
suspended due
the provisions of
Circular PT (11)
[Cost-cutting
Measures]

Capital
expenditure
planning was
suspended due
the provisions of
Circular PT (11)
[Cost-cutting
Measures]

FINANCE

Capital expenditure
planning and
evaluation

Capital expenditure and
infrastructural plans

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Assessment of capital
projects via capital
budget submissions

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter
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QUARTER 4

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Annual budget
framework

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Integrity and timeliness of
budget submission to
stakeholders

2009/2010 TARGET
Ensure the budget
and usage of
resources is realistic
and optimises the use
of organisational
resources. Budget
submission to
stakeholders is within
the timelines detailed
per the legislative
prescripts

QUARTER 1

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

The draft budget
was compiled and
presented at the
strategic planning
session held on
21/22 December
2009. Finalisation
and approval will
occur in the
Fourth Quarter

QUARTER 4
The strategic plan,
annual
performance plan
and budget
documents were
submitted to both,
the Office of the
Premier and to the
Provincial
Treasury in
February 2010
No instances of
non-compliance
with current
policies were
reported.

FINANCE

Promote appropriate
Provincial Treasury
and legislative
management policies
and practices

Adherence to policies and
guidelines

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Review and monitor
adherence to all
policies and
procedures

This matter was
pending the
finalisation of the
audit for the
2008/09 financial
year and the related
recommendations.
However,
recommendations
raised by the
Internal Audit
function were
implemented, in so
far as it was
appropriate to do so
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Policies have
been reviewed,
adjusted and
workshopped to
the relevant
employees

No instances of
non-compliance
with current
policies were
reported. Current
policies and
procedures do not
require any
adjustments

In February 2010,
a meeting was
held between
officials from the
Office of the
Premier,
Provincial
Treasury, Office of
the AuditorGeneral and
Amafa to discuss
the adoption of
GRAP 17
(Property, Plant
and Equipment) in
an effort to deal
with the
accounting
treatment of
heritage assets

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Annual financial
statements and
reporting

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Timely and accurate
reporting

2009/2010 TARGET

Compliance with
legislative prescripts
and reporting
requirements. Timely
dissemination of
information to
stakeholders

FINANCE

Alignment of the
preferential
procurement
framework to the
BBBEE Act and its
related strategies

Extension of alignment
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Fully compliant and
operation database
that is aligned to
Preferential
Procurement Policy
Framework Act and
the BBBEE Act

QUARTER 1

Done

Documentation was
compiled for
completion by
prospective service
providers.
However, budget
constraints forced
this project to be
placed on hold.
The advert to invite
registration by
potential service
providers was
highlighted for
completion in the
fourth quarter
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ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
The finalisation of
the audit, the audit
report, compilation
of the audited
financial
statements and
annual report as
No deliverables
well as the
targeted for this
submissions
quarter
thereof to the
relevant
stakeholders were
all done within the
stipulated
timeframes

Target held-over
into Quarter 4

Target held-over
into Quarter 4

QUARTER 4

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

In March 2010,
advertisements
were placed in
various
newspapers to
invite potential
service providers
to register onto
Amafa’s supplier
database. The
response has
been positive.
One (1) of the
criteria addressed
by the process is
the BBBEE status
of service
providers. As at
31 March 2010,
the application
forms are in the
process of being
collected and
captured

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Supply Chain
Management
compliance

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Extent of compliance to
SCM policy and relevant
legislation

2009/2010 TARGET

QUARTER 1

Monitoring reports to
the relevant
stakeholders

Internal audit
recommendations
were implemented
in so far as it was
practicable to do so

Monthly statements of
revenue and
expenditure to
stakeholders

Timely compilation and
submission of accurate
reports

Timely dissemination
of information

All information
disseminated to
stakeholders were
done so within the
prescribed
legislative or
mutually agreedupon deadlines

Annual financial
reporting in line with
financial management
improvement
programme

Compliance to prescripts
and addressing of audit
issues

In accordance with
legislated deadlines
unless otherwise
agreed to

All information for
audit purposes
were submitted
within deadlines

FINANCE

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3
In October 2009,
Recommendations the internal audit
based on the
unit completed
assessment of the
their testing and
internal audit unit
submitted their
are implemented
reports on the
as deemed
Supply Chain
practical
Management
Compliance
All submissions of
information to the
relevant
stakeholders was
Done so, within
done within
the stipulated
adequate
timeframes
timeframes i.e.
prior to any
legislative and/or
agreed-upon
deadlines
Recommendations
All aspects of the
made by the
statutory audit
Auditor-General,
have been done in
arising from the
accordance with
2008/09 statutory
the legislative
audit are in the
prescripts (in so
process of being
far as it was
implemented.
deemed
appropriate to the
Progress of the
entity) and within
implementation
the agreed-upon
phase has been
timeframes
monitored by the
internal audit unit

QUARTER 4
Recommendations
from the findings
of internal audit
were in the
process of being
implemented in so
far as it was
practicable to our
organisation
All submissions of
information to the
relevant
stakeholders was
done within
adequate
timeframes i.e.
prior to any
legislative and/or
agreed-upon
deadlines
Recommendations
made by the
Auditor-General,
arising from the
2008/09 statutory
audit are in the
process of being
implemented.
Progress of the
implementation
phase has been
monitored by the
internal audit unit

FINANCIAL RESOURCES: Programme 1 (Administration)

Economic
classification

Additional appropriation

Adjusted
appropriation
2009/2010

Main appropriation
2009/2010
Virement/
Reprioritisation

Other
adjustments

Amount

Actual
Expenditure April
2009 – March 2010

Available funds as
at 31 March 2010

Amount

% of
Budget

Amount

% of
Budget

Current payments

18 547

(1 000)

(1 000)

17 547

17 072

97.29%

475

2.71%

Compensation of
employees

14 628

(943)

(943)

13 685

13 559

99.08%

126

0.92%

3 348

(27)

(27)

3 321

3 090

93.04%

231

6.96%

Other

571

(30)

(30)

541

423

78.19%

118

21.81%

Payments for capital
assets

295

500

500

795

860

108.18%

(65)

-8.18%

295

500

500

795

860

108.18%

(65)

-8.18%

18 842

(500)

(500)

18 342

17 932

97.76%

410

2.24%

Goods and services

Buildings and other
fixed structures
Machinery and
equipment
Other capital assets
Total Economic
Classification:
Programme 1
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PROGRAMME 2:

HERITAGE PROJECTS

Purpose
To preserve sites of cultural and historical significance and to provide public access to these sites in a
sustainable manner.
Measurable objective
The aim of the programme is to conserve and develop provincial heritage sites in terms of the
KwaZulu – Natal Heritage Act.
Sub – programmes
i.

Isandlwana and Shiyane/Rorkes Drift
This sub-programme is responsible for the maintenance and improvements to the battlefields and
interpretive centres commemorating the battles fought at Isandlwana and Shiyane/Rorkes Drift.
History of Isandlwana
Isandlwana was the first battle of the six (6) month Anglo-Zulu War. It was an historic victory for
the Zulu people and is the site of one of the worst defeat in Britain’s colonial history. It is the one
of the most visited battlefields in KwaZulu Natal because of the stirring historical events that had
taken place at this site.
During the year under review there were approximately 15 275 visitors to the Isandlwana Site.
History of Shiyane/Rorkes Drift
This famous battlefield was a Swedish mission within the then Natal, when it was commandeered
as a field hospital for the British invasion of Zululand in 1879. At this site, British and colonial
soldiers held off a section of the Zulu army for over twelve (12) hours.
These events can be vividly imagined on this well-preserved battlefield against the backdrop of
Shiyane.
The re-built hospital is now an excellent museum, while the storeroom is a church. There is a
walled cemetery for the British dead. A modern memorial to the Zulus is a striking bronze leopard
on pile of shields and markers for the Zulu burial site.
A total of 12 192 tourists to the region visited this site.

ii.

KwaDukuza and Shakan sites
KwaDukuza was the site of King Shaka’s last capital. In 1828, King Shaka was assassinated at
this site. The site is the most southerly capital of the Zulu Kingdom. Over recent years, this site
has been upgraded to include amongst other items, an interpretive centre and an audio-visual
programme. Apart from the management of these sites, Amafa’s activities were limited to the
maintenance of the King Shaka Spring, the Bathing Place and Observation Rock.
In the 2009/2010 year, it attracted 4 090 visitors.

iii. Sites of conflict
Amafa is responsible for the maintenance of over fifty (50) sites of conflict within the Province.
Many of these sites are integral the provincial tourism strategy.
Partners in maintenance of these sites are The Ladysmith Siege Trust, who have helped in the
maintenance and improvements of sites of conflict within the Ladysmith region.

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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The Commonwealth War Graves Commission subsidises the maintenance of various sites in the
Province.
iv. Spioenkop
Today, the remote and windswept hill of Spioenkop is the location of memorials and graves
commemorating the ferocious battle on 24 January 1900, between the Boer and the British forces
before their third attempt to relieve the besieged town of Ladysmith.
Three (3) participants on that day became world-renowned leaders in their time. They are
Winston Churchill, the future Prime Minister of England, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, a key
activist in the fight against racial discrimination in the country and Boer General, Louis Botha, later
to become the first Prime Minister of the Union of South Africa.
During the year under review, there were approximately 6 173 visitors to the site.
v.

Border Cave
The Border Cave region has provided some of the oldest evidence in Africa and in the world, of
Homo sapiens or anatomically modern man. It is widely believed that modern humans originated
in Africa with descendants then migrating to every corner of the Earth.
By 1994, there was concern that the excavations had caused the archaeological deposits on this
site to subside and Amafa decided to stabilise the deposits, build a protective walk-way and fence
the area.
In the 2009/2010 financial year, there were approximately 339 visitors to this site.

vi. Grave of Dingane
Approximately twenty kilometres away from Ingwavuma, lies the Hlatikulu Forest, which is the
location of the grave of King Dingane ka Senzangakhona. At this memorial site, there is an
interpretive shelter and a trail through the forest.
vii. Nelson Mandela Capture Site
This site marks the spot where Nelson R. Mandela was finally arrested by Security Police on 5
August 1962. He was then imprisoned in the Johannesburg Fort (now the Constitutional Hill
complex) that celebrates South Africa’s freedom and democracy.
Amafa is in the process of purchasing this site in order to enable the upgrading the current
memorial at this site.
viii. Community heritage
This sub-programme aims to investigate hitherto neglected heritage and investing to sites that
qualify for protection.

MEMORIAL TO THE ZULU DEAD, RORKES DRIFT

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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SERVICE DELIVERY:

Programme 2 (Heritage Projects)

Measurable objective:
The aim of the programme is to conserve and develop provincial heritage sites into centres reflecting the core functions of Amafa AkwaZulu Natali as mandated by the KwaZulu – Natal Heritage Act.

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

SHIYANE/RORKES
DRIFT

Operating within
current
framework. At this
point all parties
are in agreement
to this

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

Budget cuts and
restrictions have
placed all projects
on hold

Budget cuts have
hampered the
Shiyane Upgrade
Project. Subprojects are being
handled seriatim
until further funding
can be obtained

Establishment of
joint management
structure between
Amafa and ELC
craft centre

Finalisation of
agreement and
acceptance of plan

Standing items

Per standing items
schedule

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction

Borehole

The order to
commence has
been issued. This
matter has been
finalised in this
quarter

Infrastructure

Entrance feature

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Implementation of
agreement and plan

Sink borehole

Gate

Not addressed
due to budget
constraints

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

Not addressed due
to budget
constraints
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QUARTER 4
Meetings have been
held with the ELC
regarding a joint
management
structure. Agreement
has been reached on
certain issues.
Expenditure
restrictions effected in
terms of Circular PT
(11) has allowed for
progress on only
certain of these
projects

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

The water shortage
has been alleviated as
the borehole has been
recharged

Not addressed due
to budget
constraints

The provisions of
Circular PT (11) did
not allow for the
continuance of this
project in the current
financial year

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

Improve toilet facilities

SHIYANE/RORKES
DRIFT

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Not addressed due
to budget
constraints

The provisions of
Circular PT (11) did
not allow for the
continuance of this
project in the current
financial year

The process of
restoration is
underway

Quotations for the
renovations and
restoration have
been obtained. The
matter is under
consideration

A contract to renovate
the Room, restore the
Azaria Mbatha Mural
and to provide
interpretation has
been entered into with
a suitable service
provider. At year end,
the project is partially
complete and will
extend slightly into the
2010/11 financial year

Marketing strategy
workshops were
held

Matter has been
placed on hold
pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

Minor improvements
have been carried out
to the centre and the
new audio-visual has
been put into
operation. So far, the
public response has
been positive

No action was
requited in the
current quarter

Infrastructure

Azaria Mbatha Room

ISANDLWANA

New toilet block

Subject to the
provision of
budget and an
improvement in
the supply of
water, the
commencement of
this project is to
occur later in the
year than initially
anticipated

QUARTER 2

Increased utilization
of visitor facilities

Increased rates of
occupancy/ visitor
statistics

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Building restored with
relevant exhibits

The current
occupants were in
the process of
being moved to
another
location/facility

Marketing campaign
to increase awareness
of available facilities

All sites are
currently
advertised on the
Amafa website,
battlefield guides
and in the Tourism
KZN brochures
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

Increased utilization
of visitor facilities

Improvement of facilities

Marketing
campaign

Increased attendance to
sites/centres

Standing items

Per standing items
schedule

Develop a project plan
and request budget in
terms of the plan

The plan has been
re-submitted to
Lotto Funding

Increase the
attendance of visitors
to the site/centre

All sites are
currently
advertised on the
Amafa website,
battlefield guides
and in the Tourism
KZN brochures

Provide lighting in the
toilets and showers

Interpretation

Hiking trail and
bush camp

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

The interpretive
centre has been
upgraded

The new Audio
Visual facilities have
been completed.
Staff, however, do
require better
training in the use of
the equipment

Minor improvements
have been carried out
to the centre and the
new audio-visual has
been put into
operation. So far, the
public response has
been positive

Marketing strategy
workshops were
held

Matter has been
placed on hold
pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

Matter has been
placed on hold
pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction

ISANDLWANA

Dormitories

QUARTER 2

Not addressed as
it was considered
to be adequately
operational in the
first quarter

There is lighting in
the toilets and
showers. These
are operational

Reticulation
Refurbishment of hot
water system

New solar
showers have
been purchased

No deliverables for
the current quarter

Provide interpretation at
Sihayo site

Interpretive panel

Project to be
addressed later in
the financial year

No deliverables for
the current quarter

Plan and budget

Plan and budget for
facilities

Due to resource
constraints, this
item has been
placed on hold

Due to resource
constraints, this
item has been
placed on hold
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There is lighting in
the toilets and
showers. These
are operational

There is lighting in the
toilets and showers.
These are operational

The present system
is functioning at an
adequate level
therefore further
work is considered
unnecessary
This has been
replaced with the
interpretation at the
site memorial to the
Zulu Dead
Due to resource
constraints, this
item has been
placed on hold

The present system is
functioning at an
adequate level
therefore further work
is considered
unnecessary
This has been
replaced with the
interpretation at the
site memorial to the
Zulu Dead
Due to resource
constraints, this item
has been placed on
hold

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Establishment of a
joint management
structure

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Finalisation of
agreement and
acceptance of plan

Preparation of project
plan

KWADUKUZA AND
SHAKAN SITES

Improvements at
Shakan sites

Standing items

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

Implementation of
agreement and plan

Logistic
arrangements
could not be
finalised with all
stakeholders
concerned.
Therefore, no
meeting took
place in the first
quarter

Problems reaching
a consensus about
the time and venue
to host the meeting
could not be
resolved.
Therefore, no
meeting could take
place

No further progress
on this matter

Implementation of
project plan

This matter had to
be re-visited as
the Local
Municipality work
has not been coordinated with the
efforts of Amafa

No further progress
on this matter

No feedback or
plans have been
received from the
Local Municipality

No further action until
master plan from
KwaDukuza is
approved
Amafa have carried
out minor maintenance
work and have
replaced the
interpretive panel.
Amafa have also
supervised work in the
parking area and has
liaised with the
consultants appointed
by the KwaDukuza
Municipality
Minor improvements
have been carried out

Upgrade of bathing
places

Supervision of
upgrade by
KwaDukuza Local
Municipality

Construction and
improvements to
the site are
currently
underway

The parking has
been upgraded

Proposals from P.
Mikula and
Associates have
been submitted to
the Local
Municipality

Spring

To improve the site

The fencing has
been improved

No further matters
to report in this
regard

Only normal
maintenance work
has been done

Per standing items
schedule

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction
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QUARTER 4
Any funding for major
upgrade is dependent
on the KwaDukuza
Local Municipality.
Amafa's role is to
ensure that the
development adheres
to legislative standards
associated with
historical sites.
Therefore, our
involvement is reactive
to that of the
Municipality

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

Strengthen
relationships
between Amafa and
Local
Authorities/interest
groups regarding
expansion of
number of sites
maintained

SITES OF CONFLICT

Establish relevant
agreements

Implement, monitor
and review terms of
agreements

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

Plan and construct
facilities on at least
one (1) site

The old memorial
at the Khanyile
site has been
taken down. A
new memorial has
been
commissioned
and will be
erected upon
completion of
construction

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 2
QUARTER 3

A workshop with
officials from the
District
Municipalities did
not take place, due
to logistical
arrangements

Good relationships
have been
established with
Erfenis Stigting,
Siege Trust and
Spioenkop
Herdenking

Zulu civil war site
has been identified

Elandslaagte
Battlefield
Interpretation
identified for end of
financial year

Provision of
relevant/appropriate
visitor facilities at
identified sites

Construction of facilities

Standing items

Per standing items
schedule

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction

Custodianship

It was expected
that there would
be an agreement
established with
the owners and
the identification
of possible
individuals. This
matter could not
be resolved in the
First Quarter

Khambula and
Hlobane
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Establish the
custodianship

No progress to
report in this regard
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No longer
applicable since
owners are now in
agreement with
Amafa

QUARTER 4
Amafa has displayed
exhibitions at the
Ladysmith Anglo Boer
War conference,
where numerous
heritage role-players
were present. A good
working relationship
exists between the
Ladysmith Siege
Trust, the newly
formed Merebank
Group, Erfenis Stigting
and Spioenkop
Herdenking

An interpretive panel
at the site of Ondini III
Battlefield has been
erected

The owners of the
farms have offered to
carry out the services
which would have
been done by the
custodians

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

Ownership

SPIOENKOP
BATTLEFIELD

Resolution of ownership
and land affairs issues;

Take ownership of site
(dependent on land
affairs input)

Matter has been
placed on hold
due to budget
constraints

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Matter has been
placed on hold due
to budget
constraints

The farm has been
purchased by Mr. G
Greene. A meeting
has been held with
him to discuss
operational issues.
Mr. Greene is
currently not willing
to sell

The new owner of the
site has no intention of
selling the property but
has indicated a
willingness to partner
Amafa in management
of this site. A
memorandum of
agreement has been
suggested to formalise
this relationship

Matter has been
placed on hold due
to budget
constraints

Attempts will be
made to address
this matter in-house
within the current
available resources
and materials of
Amafa

No further progress to
report in this regard

Purchase of site

Obtain professional
opinion and plan
(unbudgeted)

Matter has been
placed on hold
due to budget
constraints

Reticulation

Installed water system

Standing items

Per standing items
schedule

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction

Standing items

Per standing items
schedule

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction

Conditions of
occupancy

Agreement with owner

Annually review
agreement with owner

No deliverables
for the current
quarter

No deliverables for
the current quarter

No deliverables for
the current quarter

A meeting was held
with the owner and
several issues have
been raised, which are
now receiving
attention

Burgher Memorial

Maintenance agreement

Renewal

No deliverables
for the current
quarter

No deliverables for
the current quarter

No deliverables for
the current quarter

Agreement has been
reviewed and renewed

Wagon Point
Cemetery

Maintenance agreement

Renewal

No deliverables
for the current
quarter

No deliverables for
the current quarter

No deliverables for
the current quarter

Agreement has been
reviewed and renewed

PLATRAND
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT
Maintain
archaeological sites
according to
international
standards and
investigate possible
improvements to
site

Improve visitor
numbers to the site

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Management plans

Increased attendance
rates

Implement, monitor
and review
management plan

Adequate water system

Mentorship

Provision of mentorship
to traditional authorities
for the overnight
facilities

Standing items

Per standing items
schedule

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

The
implementation
process is
underway

The implementation
process is
underway

The implementation
process is
underway

The implementation
process is underway

No further progress
to report in this
regard

Matter has been
placed on hold
pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

While the
administrative
arrangements has not
been finalised as yet,
staff have attempted to
increase exposure to
the site by making use
of the Tourism KZN
marketing programme

An investigation is
underway to source
funds for this
project

The Local
Municipality is
delivering water to
the site. The cost of
the geo-physical
investigation is
beyond the current
budget of Amafa

The borehole is no
longer necessary as
the Department of
Public Works now fills
the tanks, during their
rounds to service the
nearby clinics

Management has
been handed over
to the community

Management of this
site now rests with
the community.
Amafa does provide
an informal
monitoring/oversight
role to the
community

Management of this
site now rests with the
community. Amafa
does provide an
informal
monitoring/oversight
role to the community

Marketing campaign
to increase awareness
of site

The site has been
added to the
Elephant Coast
website and
brochures

Geo-physical
investigation

The cost of the
investigation was
considered too
excessive to incur
in the current
quarter. As such,
this item has been
placed on hold

Mentorship to
traditional authorities
regarding the
overnight facilities

A feasibility study
has been
undertaken in this
regard. The
matter is still in
progress of
completion

BORDER CAVE

Water supply

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

World Heritage
Status

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Management of site in
terms of World Heritage
Status standards and
norms

Ensure the
management of site
per the requisite
standards

BORDER CAVE

Tourism

Feasibility study (2008)

Conduct and react to
feasibility study

Mentorship

Provision of mentorship
to traditional authorities
for the overnight
facilities

To develop capacity of
the tribal authorities to
run the facilities

KING DINGANE’S
GRAVE
Community
development

Source external funding

Standing items

Per standing items
schedule

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET

Completion of camp

QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

The
implementation
process is
underway

Current budget
does not allow
Amafa to fully meet
this criteria

Site is managed in
terms of
International
Management Plans

Site is managed in
terms of International
Management Plans

No further progress
to report in this
regard

No further progress
to report in this
regard

No further progress to
report in this regard

No further progress
to report in this
regard

This item is to be
addressed
informally

This item is to be
addressed informally

No further progress
to report in this
regard

No further progress
to report in this
regard

The staff has
approached Tourism
KZN for assistance.
The application has
been noted

The feasibility
study has been
submitted to the
MEC for Arts,
Culture and
Tourism. No
further action is
possible until the
provision of
budget by the
Department of
Arts, Culture and
Tourism
A feasibility study
has been
undertaken in this
regard. The
matter is still in
progress of
completion
Amafa have
provided beds to
the camp. No
further action,
other than a
monitoring role
was required

Standing items delivered to a good level of satisfaction
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

Construct interpretive
facilities at site

Development of
visitor facilities

Construction of facilities
(roll-over funding)

NELSON MANDELA
CAPTURE SITE

QUARTER 2

No progress could be made with this
regard until the finalisation of the transfer
of this property into the name of Amafa.
As at 31 March 2010, all matters relating
to the sale are in place with the attorneys
handling this matter. However, the entire
process is being held up by the nonprovision of the permit report by the
KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport.
All efforts to resolve this matter, have
been thus far, futile

Design memorial at
site (unbudgeted)

Maintenance
agreement with
uMngeni Local
Municipality

Maintenance agreement

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Implement, monitor
and review terms of
agreement

No progress could be made with this
regard until the finalisation of the transfer
of this property into the name of Amafa.
As at 31 March 2010, all matters relating
to the sale are in place with the attorneys
handling this matter. However, the entire
process is being held up by the nonprovision of the permit report by the
KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport.
All efforts to resolve this matter, have
been thus far, futile.
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QUARTER 3

Council have
allocated a budget
for the construction
of a memorial on
the site. The
erection of the
monument will only
take place once the
transfer of the land
has been finalised

QUARTER 4

The consulting
architects have made
a presentation to the
Council of Amafa.
Staff have met with
architects to obtain a
solution that is viable
to all parties involved

Tenders for the
design of the
memorial will be
invited

Despite the allocation
of budget for the
construction of the
memorial, work was
delayed. An
application for the rollover of funds has been
made to the Provincial
Treasury

Meetings have been
held between
Amafa and the
uMngeni
Municipality. Both
parties are in
agreement
regarding their roles
to this site

Item is pending
response from the
uMngeni Municipality

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

QUEEN NANDI’S
GRAVE

COMMUNITY
HERITAGE

PLATRAND MEMORIAL

Finalisation of
liaison procedure

Public participation

Erection of monument
(roll-over funding)

Public awareness
strategy

Maintain and monitor
utilisation of site

The memorial has
been
commissioned

Will be completed
by the end of the
third quarter

Implement, monitor
and review strategy

No site has been
identified at the
end of the first
quarter. The
evaluation of all
proposals will take
place in the Third
Quarter.
However, the
Dingiswayo site is
in the process of
being upgraded

Requests have
been received by
Amafa. The
Dumisa memorial
will be unveiled in
the third quarter.
Ntshingwayo,
Sekethwayo and
Mpukunyoni sites
identified for further
attention

KING SHAKA’S BATH PLACE, DUKUZA

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

QUARTER 2

SCHUINSHOOGTE
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QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Memorial is almost
complete

The memorial has
been completed and
has been placed in
storage until final
approval from, His
Majesty, The King has
been obtained

Applications for
memorials have
been received from
the Khawula clan
and the Molefe clan

Applications have
been received from
numerous groups.
These applications
have been placed on
the 2010 agenda of
the Council and will be
reviewed in terms of
merit and availability of
budget.

BORDER CAVE

FINANCIAL RESOURCES: Programme 2 (Heritage Projects)

Economic
classification

Additional appropriation
Main appropriation
2009/2010
Virement/
Reprioritisation

Other
adjustments
165

Current payments

933

(116)

Compensation of
employees

236

Goods and services

626

Other

% of
Budget

Amount

% of
Budget

280

28.51%

702

71.49%

7

7

243

254

104.53%

(11)

-4.53%

(123)

(123)

503

422

83.90%

81

16.10%

165

165

236

26

11.02%

210

88.98%

80

761

1 383

227

16.41%

1 156

83.59%

81

331

80

24.17%

251

75.83%

0.00%

7

100.00%

71
681

Buildings and other
fixed structures

250

81

Total Economic
Classification:
Programme 2

Amount

982

622

Other capital assets

Amount

Available funds as
at 31 March 2010

49

Payments for capital
assets

Machinery and
equipment

Adjusted
appropriation
2009/2010

Actual
Expenditure April
2009 – March 2010

7

7

365

600

80

680

1 045

147

14.07%

898

85.93%

1 555

565

245

810

2 365

929

39.28%

1 436

60.72%
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PROGRAMME 3:

KWAZULU CULTURAL MUSEUM AND RELATED SITES IN THE
ONDINI REGION

Purpose
This programmes primary purpose is the management of the KwaZulu Cultural Museum situated on
the Ondini Historic Reserve. Cultural historic sites within the Ulundi region are managed as satellites
of the Museum.
Measurable objective
To continue collecting artefacts in terms of the collection policy, put in place appropriate conservation
measures, to make the collection accessible to the public and to encourage research.
Another objective of this programme is the maintenance of satellite sites according to management
plans.
Situational analysis
This commanding site was where King Cetshwayo ruled from 1872 to 1884. On this site he built an
impressive royal homestead, Ondini.
Situated on the three hundred hectare Historic Reserve is the following:







The KwaZulu Cultural Museum;
Curio shop and tearoom;
The reconstructed royal residence of King Cetshwayo;
A site museum associated with King Cetshwayo;
An overnight tourist facility – the Umuzi Bush Camp; and
A stadium and a picnic site.

The KwaZulu Cultural Museum
This museum opened in 1984, has an impressive collection of the rich cultural and material heritage
of the Nguni-speaking people. Acknowledging the Stone Age history of the early hunter-gatherers, it
goes on to reflect the stirring Zulu history through the lives of rural and urban people up to modern
times. The museum also contains a display that shows the culture in transition.
During the year, the Museum attracted approximately 21 462 visitors.

AERIAL VIEW OF THE ONDINI PRECINCT

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

MUSEM STAFF AT WORK
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SERVICE DELIVERY:

Programme 3 (KwaZulu Cultural Museum and Related Sites in the Ondini Region)

Measurable objective:


To continue collecting artefacts in terms of the collection policy put in place appropriate conservation measures, to make the collection accessible to the public and to encourage research.



Another objective of this programme is the maintenance of satellite sites according to management plans.

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Revision and
adoption of collection
policy

MUSEUM
Curation

Exhibitions

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Adoption of the
collection policy

Evaluation of existing
storage facilities

Planning for the
Freedom Wall

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET

Implement, monitor
and review the policy

QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Policy was submitted
to the Executive
Committee for
consideration

Changes
requested by the
Executive
Committee were
made. This was
then approved
by the Executive
Committee and
ratified by the
Council

The policy was ratified
at Council. The policy
may be implemented
after being
workshopped to the
relevant members of
staff

The policy is being
implemented. In the
2010/11 financial year,
as acquisition
committee will be
established to regulate
the collection

The plan is completed
but has been placed on
hold due to the
provisions of Circular
PT (11), which has
placed a moratorium on
new capital
developments. Staff
have been instructed,
that in the event of
savings, then we may
proceed with the rollout of the plan
The Council has called
for the re-design of
elements and/or
sections of the
Freedom Wall. This will
necessitate the
extension of the project
into the 2010/11
financial year

Plan (including
application for
budget) for the
improvement of
storage facilities

Matter has not been
addressed in this
quarter

The plan has
been compiled
and completed

The plan is completed
but has been placed on
hold due to the
provisions of Circular
PT (11), which has
placed a moratorium on
new capital
developments. Staff
have been instructed,
that in the event of
savings, then we may
proceed with the rollout of the plan

Implementation of
Freedom Wall

Historical objects,
artefacts and other
curation and
collection items have
been acquired

Planning for the
Freedom Wall
has been
completed

The order for the work
has been issued. The
project is expected to
be finished by the end
of the financial year
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Improved audio –
visual centre/room

Plan (and application for
budget) for the
improvements to the
audio – visual facilities

New audio – visual
programme

Plan (and application for
budget) for the
improvements to the
audio – visual
programme

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET

Draft plan and
request budget

Draft plan and
request budget

QUARTER 1
Plan has not been
completed. The plan
is only required for
the MTEF
submission, in
August and as such
was moved forward

Plan has not been
completed. The plan
is only required for
the MTEF
submission, in
August and as such
was moved forward

QUARTER 2

Will commence
in the Third
Quarter

Will commence
in the Third
Quarter

MUSEUM

Marketing campaign

Increased attendance to
sites/centres

Temporary
exhibitions

Display of temporary
exhibitions

Standing items

As per schedule

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Increase the
attendance of visitors
to the site/centre

Matter has been
placed on hold
pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

At least one (1)
temporary
exhibition/display per
annum

This matter is be
determined at the
Museum Committee
meeting to be held in
July 2009

QUARTER 3
The Council has
approved the budget
for the renovation to
the Audio Visual Room.
It is anticipated that this
project will be
completed by year end
The producer of the
earlier audio visual
programme has been
approached with a view
to cutting costs by
using some of the
existing material while
improving the quality of
others and by adding in
new segments and
sections. Quotations
have been obtained
and should they be
within budget, the work
will be commissioned

QUARTER 4

The renovation of the
Audio Visual room has
been completed

The plan has been
completed. An order to
produce a new audiovisual programme, with
the existing soundtrack,
has been issued

Workshop to be
hosted in August
2009

A new brochure for the
museum has been
designed. The
quotations for the
printing has been
approved

The new museum
brochure has been
printed. The walkthrough museum
website is maintained.
Extension of the
museum via the
travelling exhibition has
increased exposure

Exhibition is in
place. The
display brief for
2010 exhibit is
underway

New items in the
museum related to
"changing uses". A
new exhibition on "The
History of Soccer in
KwaZulu - Natal" is
planned for April 2010

Target has been met in
the third quarter

Standing items achieved to a satisfactory level
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

ACTUAL (by quarter)

2009/2010 TARGET
QUARTER 1

RECONSTRUCTION
AT ONDINI

MUSEUM
OUTREACH

MUSEOLOGICAL
TRAINING

JK NGUBANE
CENTRE

Improve and maintain
reconstruction
according to
standards

Design and maintain
appropriate activities
for school groups

Training

JK Ngubane displays

Plan and application for
budget for additional
structures

Draft plan and
request budget

The reconstruction is
currently managed in
terms of availability
of budget

QUARTER 2
No application
has been made
for the
maintenance of
additional
structures. The
current limit is
fifteen (15) huts

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Savings that were
realised on the project
budget, will allow for
the construction of one
(1) additional hut

The palisade has been
renewed with treated
poles. This will result in
a long-term saving to
the organisation

The travelling museum
continues to operate

Facilitation of
activities

All relevant
stakeholders have
been informed about
the schedule for the
year

Travelling
exhibition
conducted

The travelling exhibition
has visited schools until
November 2009. It had
to be stopped at this
point in time, due to the
commencement of
school examinations
and thereafter, the
school holidays.
Exhibitions will
continue upon the reopening of schools.
There were difficulties
in meeting this target
due to the transfer of
staff to the Multi-Media
Centre

Development of staff

Develop staff to
become museum
practitioners

This is pending the
approval of the
requisite policies and
procedures

The first intern to
be appointed as
collection
manager

Staff attended a
conservation and
exhibition workshop in
November 2009

Plan and exhibition

Planning, acquisition
of items and
presentation of
displays

Research is currently
underway. The
selection of display
items is complete

All targets have
been achieved

The mounting of the
displays had to be
placed on hold until the
installation of a new
security system

Facilitation of activities

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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In addition to
conservation courses in
the third quarter, staff
have presented papers
to the SAMA regional
conference
The printing of all
display panels has
been completed but the
mounting of the
exhibition has been
postponed, due to
security concerns

FINANCIAL RESOURCES: Programme 3 (KwaZulu Cultural Museum and Related Sites in the Ondini Region)

Additional appropriation
Economic classification

Virement/
Reprioritisation

Other
adjustments
98

Current payments

793

36

Compensation of
employees

169

(60)

Goods and services

555

96

Other
Payments for capital
assets

Adjusted
appropriation
2009/2010

Main appropriation 2009/2010

98

Amount

Actual
Expenditure April
2009 – March
2010

Available funds
as at 31 March
2010

Amount

% of
Budget

Amount

% of
Budget

134

927

763

82.31%

164

17.69%

(60)

109

59

54.13%

50

45.87%

194

749

649

86.65%

100

13.35%

69

55

79.71%

14

20.29%

69
51

10

10

61

57

93.44%

4

6.56%

Machinery and
equipment

15

10

10

25

23

92.00%

2

8.00%

Other capital assets

36

36

34

94.44%

2

5.56%

988

820

83.00%

168

17.00%

Buildings and other fixed
structures

Total Economic
Classification:
Programme 3

844

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

46

98

144
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PROGRAMME 4:

EMAKHOSINI OPHATHE HERITAGE PARK

Purpose
This programme deals with 26 000 ha Emakhosini Valley, the heritage park which acknowledges the
birthplace of the Zulu people and the Ophathe Game reserve.
Measurable objective
The objective of this programme is the consolidation and management of the land and its utilization by
the public. This includes:







Finalisation of management arrangements between Amafa and Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife;
Proclamation;
Resolution of social issues;
Establishment of tourist infrastructure;
Consolidation of land holdings – either by purchase or incorporation; and
Marketing and utilization of the Park.

Situational analysis
This programme is in an advanced stage of implementation. The Province and National Government
have invested significantly in this programme through the provision of funds for the purchase of land
and development of infrastructure. This is in excess of R 44 000 000.00 to date.
Major heritage projects within the Park
The eMakhosini Valley of the Zulu Kings is the location of the burial sites of the early kings that lived
in this region. One (1) of them, King Senzagakhona was the father of the three (3) most famous Zulu
kings, namely, Shaka, Dingane and Mpande.
The striking Spirit of the eMakhosini monument was built in 2003 and celebrates the rich traditional
Zulu history of the area, with the animal horns on the monument representing the kings buried in the
Valley. During the 2009/2010 period, this monument was visited by approximately 4 189 visitors.
The major development for the period, 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010 was the opening of the much
anticipated Multi-Media Centre at uMgungundlovu.
This imaginative centre links the sites that showcases four (4) centuries of Zulu history and promotes
reconciliation and nation-building. The uMgungundlovu Multi-Media Centre, built with local blue-black
concrete with a distinctive look-out tower lies on the lee of the royal homesteads. Exhibits and a lively
audio-visual production introduce visitors to the region and rich living culture of the Zulus.
The Multi-Media centre was opened on 16 December 2009 during a successful ceremony coordinated between the Office of the Premier and Amafa. From 16 December 2009 to March 2010,
there have already been at least 1 765 visitors to the site.
An educational facility, the JK Ngubane Multi-Purpose Centre is in the process of being developed,
making use of a bequest and Lotto funding.

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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Nguni Cattle Project
Nguni cattle are central to Zulu culture and tradition. One of the objectives of the Emakhosini Project
th
is to restore the 19 century environment as far as it is possible to do so.
th

Since Nguni cattle were an integral part of the 19 century environment, it is intended that this herd of
Nguni cattle be established in the Heritage Park. These cattle will be an additional tourist and
educational attraction. In addition, they will be utilised to provide economic benefit to the local people
who will be invited to run, under supervision, Nguni cattle on the Heritage Park. To this end, Amafa
has established a herd of Nguni Cattle in the Park.
Currently, there are 163 cattle in the Amafa herd. Cattle sales are positive and our cattle are sought
after. The rate of death and disease amongst our cattle are well below the national averages.
Other heritage sites within the Park
The following heritage sites lie within the Park:
Graves of the Zulu kings (the first seven points only):
 Nkosinkulu;
 Zulu;
 Mageba;
 Phunga;
 Ndaba;
 Jama;
 Senzangakhona;
 Dinuzulu (situated just outside the Park boundaries);
 Grave of Queen Mthaniya;
 Spirit of eMakhosini Monument;
 Grave and memorial of Piet Retief and his followers;
 uMgungundlovu Archaeological Site;
 Isiklebeni Archaeological Site;
 Isiklebeni Homestead;
 Battlefields of KwaGqokli and Ophathe; and
 Numerous other associated sites
Important satellite sites
The following are the important satellite sites of the region:





Biyela, Buthelezi, Ngobese Ancestral Sites;
Fort Mthonjaneni;
King Dingane’s Spring; and
Grave of Dirkie Uys.

NGOBESE CAVES

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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SERVICE DELIVERY:

Programme 4 (Emakhosini Ophathe Heritage Park)

Measurable objective:
The objective of this programme is the consolidation and management of the land and its utilization by the public. This includes:


Finalisation of management arrangements between Amafa and Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife



Proclamation



Resolution of social issues



Establishment of tourist infrastructure



Consolidation of land holdings – either by purchase or incorporation; and



Marketing and utilization of the Park
SUBPROGRAMME

EMAKHOSINI
OPHATHE
HERITAGE PARK

OUTPUT

uMgungundlovu
Multi-Media Centre

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Opening of the centre
and to have it
operational

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

2009/2010
TARGET

May-09

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

The contractors vacated the
building in June 2009. They
had to be called back to
repair the floors as Amafa
was not totally satisfied
about the condition. Once
fully vacated, the display
installation commenced.
The initial deadline had not
been met as a result of the
non-receipt of the grant.
This delayed the progression
of the construction
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The architects
have signed off on
the construction
on 1 September
2009

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

The Multi-Media
Centre was opened
on 16 December
2009. Delays arose
due to the size of
the task and
logistical
arrangements. Staff
had to be allocated
to the Centre,
resulting in less
focus on other areas
of operations

Staff has conducted a
detailed walk-through
of the Centre and have
developed the standing
items maintenance and
operational list.
Various serious issues
with regard to the
power supply were
identified and possible
solutions to these have
been put forward. The
most pressing issue is
the installation of an
Uninterrupted Power
Supply on each phase.

SUBPROGRAMME

OUTPUT

JK Ngubane Multipurpose Centre

MEASURE/INDICATOR

To have the
housing/accommodation
facilities operational and
in use

2009/2010
TARGET

May-09

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

The facilities have been
completed. A register of
matters that needs to be
addressed, is in the process
of being compiled

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Complete

The facilities are
currently operational
and are utilised by
officials from Amafa
who are attending
meetings in the
Zululand District.
The centre is also
used by research
staff but is not open
to the public. During
the quarter, we have
placed within the
facility, displays
relating to the
history of JK
Ngubane

The centre is
operational. Routine
repairs were carried
out. Also, damages
caused by wildlife had
to be addressed

The meeting was rescheduled for the
7th and 8th of
January 2010. The
legal representatives
of both
organisations were
tasked with the
compilation of a
Memorandum of
Agreement that is
viable to both parties

Meetings between the
Chief Executive
Officers of the
organisations have
taken place, with a view
to formalising a
Memorandum of
Agreement between
both organisations.
The Deputy Director
(Support, Professional
and Technical
Services), has
convened the first
EOHP management
meeting

EMAKHOSINI
OPHATHE
HERITAGE PARK

Administrative
arrangements

Finalisation of
administrative
arrangements with KZN
Nature Conservation
Service

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Mar-10

The process is underway
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No management
meeting has been
called

SUBPROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Obtain political
guidance

EMAKHOSINI
OPHATHE
HERITAGE PARK

2009/2010
TARGET

Jun-09

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

As at the end of the first
quarter, no response has
been received from the
Premier

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Still awaiting
political input and
response from the
Premier

This item is still
pending. Meetings
have been held
between officials of
Amafa and the
representatives from
the Office of the
Premier, Ezemvelo
KZN and the
relevant community
representatives.
However, this matter
remains unresolved

The Office of the
Premier, who chairs the
process, has not
responded to requests
for the process to
continue

Still awaiting
political input and
response from the
Premier

Various options
have been drafted
regarding the
solution of these
social issues.
These options are
currently under
consideration by the
Committee. The
plan cannot be
compiled until a
solution that is
viable to all parties
concerned is agreed
to

The Office of the
Premier, who chairs the
process, has not
responded to requests
for the process to
continue

Social issues

Draft plan for the
resolution of social
issues
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Implementation,
monitor and
review of the plan

The plan is subject to the
response (and input) from
the Premier. This response
is still outstanding
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SUBPROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Construction of access
roads

EMAKHOSINI
OPHATHE
HERITAGE PARK

2009/2010
TARGET

Construction and
maintenance of
access roads to
the sites, bridges
and river
crossings

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

Roads that were
commissioned in the prior
financial year have been
completed. No new roads
have been commissioned for
the 2009/2010 financial year
due to financial constraints

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Further
construction is
placed on hold
due to budget
constraints

Funding is to be
sourced from the
accumulated prior
years' surplus.
Approval for the
allotment of budget
for this project is to
the sought from the
Council of Amafa in
the Fourth Quarter

Due to the late
authorisation to
proceed with the
construction of the
roads, the tender
specifications were
compiled in February
2010 and the invitation
to bid was advertised in
March 2010. The
process will continue
into the 2010/11
financial year.

Budget has been
allocated for the
sinking of a
borehole and for
the setting up of
infrastructure.
Work will
commence in the
third quarter

Due to the capacity
constraints and the
pre-dominant focus
being placed on the
opening of the MultiMedia Centre, no
further work was
possible. As at 31
December 2009, this
item was still
pending however,
completion is
expected in the
Fourth Quarter

This matter has been
dealt with as an
operational and
maintenance
requirement for the
functioning of the site

Infrastructural
development

Provision of water and
electricity reticulation
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Obtain funding for
the provision of
services

This matter has not been
addressed in the first quarter
due to financial constraints
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SUBPROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

2009/2010
TARGET

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

The Ngobese and Siklibeni
archaeological survey are
underway

The excavations
at Siklibeni have
been completed.
The report is in
the process of
compilation

Deliverable placed
on hold pending the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements

Not applicable in the
current year as focus
was placed on the
archaeological surveys

On-going. Currently
involved in revising
strategies for the
marketing of the
Multi-Media Centre.
Various interest
groups have been
invited to assist

All sites, including
uMgungundlovu are
maintained to an
acceptable standard

Systematic survey

React to results
of surveys

Workshop with research
institutions

Liaise with
institutions
regarding future
surveys and
projects

No deliverables targeted for
this quarter

No deliverables
targeted for this
quarter

Implementation,
monitor and
review of the plan

The plan will be complete
once there is utilisation of
the site. Delays in the
construction process have
postponed the delivery of
this target

There site is not
yet opened nor is
operational at this
point in time. As
such, no plans
can be drafted nor
can it be
implemented

Needs driven
research
EMAKHOSINI
OPHATHE
HERITAGE PARK

Maintenance and
interpretation

Implementation of
current plans

AERIAL VIEW OF THE UMGUNGUNDLOVU MULTI MEDIA CENTRE
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RECONSTRUCTION OF UMGUNGUNDLOVU

QUARTER 3
Surveys of the
Siklibeni
excavations were
completed. The
Ngobese Caves and
Senzagakhona
Homestead surveys
were undertaken in
the Third Quarter.
All these surveys
have been funded
by the Heritage
Foundation

QUARTER 4

The Ngobese and
Siklibeni surveys have
been completed

GRAVE MARKER FOR KING PHUNGA (GRAVE IN THE BACKGROUND)
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES: Programme 4 (Emakhosini Ophathe Heritage Park)

Economic
classification

Current payments

Additional appropriation

1 132

Compensation of
employees

289

Goods and services

829

Other

Adjusted
appropriation
2009/2010

Main appropriation 2009/2010
Virement/
Reprioritisation

Other
adjustments

(96)

1 657

(96)

1 657

1 561

14

Available funds as
at 31 March 2010

Amount

% of
Budget

Amount

% of
Budget

2 693

675

25.06%

2 018

74.94%

289

186

64.36%

103

35.64%

2 390

489

20.46%

1 901

79.54%

0.00%

14

100.00%

25.06%

2 018

74.94%

Amount

1 561

Actual
Expenditure April
2009 – March
2010

14

Payments for capital
assets
Buildings and other fixed
structures
Machinery and
equipment
Other capital assets
Total Economic
Classification:
Programme 4

1 132

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

(96)

1 657

1 561
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2 693

675

PROGRAMME 5:

RESEARCH AND COMPLIANCE

Purpose
The programme is responsible for the provision of accurate information to complement the
compliance mandate of the organisation. Amongst other functions, it also provides the data for the
information at the interpretive centres and sites as well as obtaining data and artefacts of historical
significance from previously neglected areas by conducting surveys and studies.
Measurable objective
The objectives of the Research and Compliance programme are to:






Ensure compliance with the KZN Heritage Act;
Provide accurate information service to complement the compliance function;
Generate new heritage-related information specifically in areas previously neglected;
Provide a data management function; and
Provide an accurate information service to support the interpretive function of the organisation

Sub – programmes
i.

Built Environment
The core function of the Built Environment unit is the processing and approval or rejection of
demolition and alteration permits for any modifications to protected structures. This unit is
assisted and guided by the Built Environment Committees which comprise experts in the relevant
fields.
Review of existing surveys and conducting surveys of areas not previously surveyed, specifically
areas previously neglected.
This sub-programme aims to assist the public with restoration of historically and architecturally
significant structures by maintaining and managing a materials bank and through financial
assistance where available.

ii.

Archaeology
The primary function of the Archaeology unit is the processing of needs and desirability
applications for development. This function is assisted by a Permit Review Committee and is
made up experts in the field of archaeology.
Joint management (KZN Nature Conservation Service is the partner) of Rock Art sites in the
Ukhahlamba Drakensberg Transfrontier Park (UDP).
Review of existing surveys and conducting surveys of areas not previously surveyed, specifically
areas previously neglected.
Amafa maintains the provincial archaeology repository.

iii. Heritage inventories
The Act requires that Amafa maintains registers of various heritage resources.

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal
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SERVICE DELIVERY:

Programme 5 (Research and Compliance)

Measurable objective:
The objectives of the Research and Compliance programme are to:


Ensure compliance with the KZN Heritage Act;



Provide accurate information service to complement the compliance function;



Generate new heritage-related information specifically in areas previously neglected;



Provide a data management function; and



Provide an accurate information service to support the interpretive function of the organisation

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

2009/2010
TARGET

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

Standing items

Compliance

As per schedule

Increase awareness to
ensure compliance

Review of existing survey
reports and conducting of
new surveys

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

QUARTER 3

Liaisons with
municipalities
and heritage
bodies

Meetings were
held with the
various
committees to
assess the
applications for
alterations to
structures
protected by the
KZN Heritage Act

No target was
highlighted for
Quarter 2

A workshop could not be
held in the second
quarter as initially
anticipated. The
workshop is still pending
the finalisation of new
regulations and internal
administrative
arrangements

Two (2) district
municipalities per
annum

The survey of the
Amajuba and
UThukela has
commenced. The
District
Municipalities to be
surveyed for the
2009/2010
financial year are
yet to be chosen

The
uMgungundlovu
and Sisonke
District
Municipalities
were chosen to
be surveyed.
The
uMgungundlovu
survey has
commenced

The uMgungundlovu
District survey is still in
progress. The Sisonke
District survey remains
the other project/survey.
Due to resource
constraints, this survey
might be carried forward
into the next financial
year

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Surveys

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 4

Standing items achieved to a satisfactory level
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Amafa maintains
relationships with
numerous heritage
bodies and
municipalities.
However, the
programme to
systematically
communicate the
contents of the
Heritage Act to the
Province has not fully
succeeded
The uMgungundlovu
District survey has
been completed. The
Ugu District survey is
approximately 50%
complete at the end of
the financial year.
The process has been
much more timeconsuming than
initially anticipated

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

2009/2010
TARGET

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

Inspection of Landmarks

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Status report

This is currently
incorporated into
the standard
inspection roster

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

This is
concurrent with
the
uMgungundlovu
and Sisonke
District surveys

This is an on-going
process according to
work being done in
highlighted areas (i.e. It
is done within the scope
of the survey reports)

Inspections of
landmarks were done
on an ad hoc
throughout the year.
A full inspection was
not conducted in the
current year, due to a
detailed inspection
having been
conducted in 2008.

The application
for Pentrich
Station is still
being dealt with.
Warwick Market
has also been
submitted

Two (2) further requests
were received. The first
is the Gordon Memorial
Mission Buildings at
Pomperoy. This matter
is still under
consideration but the site
visit and report has been
done. The second is in
the Kloof area. This
matter is still pending
finalisation. The general
public have identified
sites for formal
protection, however, no
applications were
received in this regard

All applications
received have been
dealt with

Surveys

Respond to requests for
formal protection

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Dependant on
applications
received

An application for
the Pentrich
Station has been
submitted
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

2009/2010
TARGET

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

Survey of railway
heritage

Commencement
of the railway
survey done in
conjunction with
Spoornet

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4
The project has
encountered delays
due the difficulties in
identifying and
appointing suitable
qualified persons to
conduct the survey.
Further,
approximately half the
allocated budget was
reprioritised to the
survey of Ladysmith

A meeting with
Spoornet to
determine which
stations have
already taken
place

No further
developments
due to resource
constraints

Approval has been
obtained from Spoornet
to conduct the survey.
This process is currently
underway

This matter is
being handled in
consultation with
Spoornet

The Department
of Transport has
placed a
moratorium on
the scrapping of
branch lines

The moratorium on the scrapping of branch lines
has not yet been lifted. This matter is still pending.
However, a Memorandum of Understanding has
been drawn up between Transnet and the
Department of Transport. According to this
agreement, all unused branch lines are to be
transferred to the Department of Transport

Due to resource
constraints, this
matter could not
be addressed in
the first quarter

Quotations have
been obtained
for the
construction of a
400 square
metre shed.
Amafa are yet to
identify a
suitable location
on which to
construct the
facility

Due to the provisions of
Circular PT (11), all
capital projects were
placed on hold. In the
interim, Amafa tried to
extend the current lease
on the existing storage
facilities. At the end of
the third quarter, we
were still awaiting a
response from the
Department of Public
Works (Asset
Management)

Surveys

Branch lines earmarked
for scrapping
BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Materials bank

Draft plan for the
provision of storage
facilities for the materials
bank

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

List of
conservation
worthy railway
heritage

Request
additional funding
in terms of plan
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The provisions of
Circular PT (11) still
hold. As such, no
capital development
expenditure was
possible. Amafa have
made a concerted
effort, to make use of
existing storage
facilities

SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

2009/2010
TARGET

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Restoration fund

Establish and manage
fund in terms of policy

Standing items

As per schedule

Compliance

Increase awareness to
ensure compliance

Approval of policy
(by Council) –
April 2009

At the end of the
first quarter, this
matter was still
with the Council

Surveys
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QUARTER 3
Due to the cost cutting
measures effected by
the KZN Provincial
Treasury (Circular
PT(11)), it was thought
prudent not to allocate
funding outside the
organisation

QUARTER 4
The policy has been
approved by the
Council of Amafa.
The fund has been
established.
Applications for the
usage of funds will be
invited in the
2010/2011 financial
year

Standing items achieved to a satisfactory level

Liaisons with
municipalities
and heritage
bodies

Road shows are to
commence in
June/July 2009

Ad hoc
information
sessions are
being given
upon request.
There is no
schedule of
presentations as
yet. This will
finalised with the
marketing
strategy

No workshop was
hosted. Awaiting the
finalisation of
administrative
arrangements and the
marketing strategy
before the
commencement of any
workshops and public
awareness campaigns

Amafa maintains
relationships with
numerous heritage
bodies and
municipalities.
However, the
programme to
systematically
communicate the
contents of the
Heritage Act to the
Province has not fully
succeeded

A survey of
Ladysmith, in
conjunction with
the Siege Trust is
being investigated

Ugu has also
been identified
for survey. The
Archaeology
section will
prepare a two
(2) year survey
plan

Only field trips and/or
day trips were
undertaken, due to the
cost-cutting measures in
place effected by the
KwaZulu Natal Provincial
Treasury

Surveys were
conducted in the Ugu
and Utrecht
Municipalities

ARCHAEOLOGY

Review of existing survey
reports and conducting of
new surveys

QUARTER 2
No further
progress. There
is a need to
quantify the
available funds
and also to
identify those
projects that
require
assistance

Needs driven
surveys
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

Surveys

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Archaeology project
(non-specific)

Preparation of
management plan for
sites open to public

2009/2010
TARGET

Completion of
project

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

The project has
not yet been
identified. It is
likely that the
project will be at
the Utrecht site or
at the Isandlwana
grave

The survey of
sites around
Utrecht has
been completed.
The facilitation of
proclamation of
Utrecht sites is
still to be done

The Utrecht survey
undertaken in Quarter
Two (2) remains the
primary non-specific
survey for the year

Survey work is
currently in the
Isandlwana region
and is carried forward
into the 2010/11
financial year

This is complete
however a
review based on
the input of
managers is still
required

Management plans have been completed for all
sites in the Central and Northern UDP World
Heritage Sites. These plans have been
implemented and are monitored on an on-going
basis. Management plans for farms in the buffer
zone is in the process of compilation. In cases of
non-compliance with the management plans,
these are followed up with the parties concerned.
Issues of non-compliance are deemed a serious
threat. As such these are more intensively
addressed and monitored.

Implement,
monitor and
review
management
plans

This has
commenced

Implement,
monitor and
review
mechanisms

This has
commenced. The
review has
highlighted
problems with the
custodian system
in Southern sites

No deliverable
targeted for the
second quarter

Staff has been allocated to monitor these sites.
Threatened areas have been prioritised. The
Rock Art Monitor is in the process of completing
the condition assessment reports of unopened and
sensitive sites. These will be addressed at the
Quarterly Rock Art meetings and if deemed
necessary, with Ezemvelo KwaZulu Natal Wildlife

A new rock art
monitor has been
appointed. He is
currently
acquainting
himself with sites
most visited

Staff has visited
Cow Cave and
five (5) other
sensitive sites in
the Northern
UDP region.
Four (4) rock art
sites in the Ugu
District were
addressed

Sites identified at Rock Art meetings are being
surveyed as well as having management plans
compiled for them. Sites also identified at
UCEWEG meetings are being surveyed and
having management plans drawn up for them

ARCHAEOLOGY

Rock Art (UDTP)

Review of mechanism for
monitoring sites not open
to public

Survey to identify
sensitive sites

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Dependant on
logistics
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SUB-PROGRAMME

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Systematic preparation of
management plans for
sites

2009/2010
TARGET

Based on
sensitivity of the
site

ACTUAL (by quarter)
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

The twenty-one
(21) management
plans are in the
process of being
reviewed

This is
conducted on a
"need-driven"
basis. It was not
required in this
quarter

Sites identified at Rock Art meetings are being
surveyed as well as having management plans
compiled for them. Sites also identified at
UCEWEG meetings are being surveyed and
having management plans drawn up for them

The project has
not yet been
identified. It is
likely that the
project will graffiti
removal at
Busingatha

There was the
removal of
graffiti at
iSipongweni and
iNjasuthi. There
is also a
proposal for the
fencing of Cow
Cave

At the end of the third
quarter, there were six
(6) such projects
underway. Three (3)
were for the removal of
graffiti, two (2) were for
soil stabilisation within
Rock Art sites and the
other one (1) is for the
compilation of brochures.
These projects are also
used as a base for the
training of staff and
transfer of skills

A further site, "new
Beginnings" has been
identified as an area
that requires attention.
This area is currently
being addressed

A workshop was
scheduled for 28
June 2009. This
had to be
cancelled.

A member of
staff is to be
transferred from
the KwaZulu
Cultural Museum
to assume
responsibility of
the collection.
The workshop
dealing with the
management of
the collection
was held on 25
August 2009

A one (1) day workshop
was hosted.
Implementation of the
outcomes and
recommendation from
the workshop is still
pending the finalisation
of administrative
arrangements

A workshop to
investigate the
repository was held.
Measures to staff the
facility were
recommended. The
transfer of member of
staff to the repository
was not done as the
candidate has left the
organisation

Rock Art (other)

Rock Art project (nonspecific)

Completion of
project

ARCHAEOLOGY

Repository

Analysis of adequacy of
storage facility into the
future

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

Respond to
analysis
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QUARTER 4

SUB-PROGRAMME

ARCHAEOLOGY

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

Technicians

Training of technicians

Inventories

Minimum number as
required by the Act is in
existence (hard copy and
electronic format)

GIS

KZN Heritage
Atlas

2009/2010
TARGET
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

A possible training
institution has
been identified.
Further liaisons
with UniZulu is
being planned

Due to resource
constraints, this
could not be
prioritised in the
second quarter

At this point, Amafa is
still awaiting advice from
ASAPA, the professional
body for archaeology in
South Africa

Update the
current database

No deliverable
targeted for the
first quarter

All database
designs are now
complete. The
capturing of the
data has
commenced

The capturing process is
still underway

The current database
is up-to-date

Four (4) districts
per annum

Two (2) districts
have been
completed viz.
Zululand District
Municipality and
the
Umkhanyakhude
District

Umkhanyakhude
has been
identified

All sites for the Province
have been shape-filled

All sites for the
Province have been
shape-filled

Update
information

The quarterly
collection
database from
Natal Museum has
been updated to
our system

Fully updated to
may 2009

At the end of the third
quarter, the database is
up-to-date as at
September 2009. The
next target date is March
2010

The database has
been updated and
aligned to that of the
Natal Museum

A heritage atlas for
Umkhanyakhude is
being compiled

Umkhanyakhude
has been
identified.
Currently the
collation of the
data is underway

The Uthungulu region
has been completed

The Uthungulu and
Umkhanyakhude
regions were
completed

Accreditation of
archaeological
technicians
course

Systematic population of
provincial heritage GIS

Complete Atlas

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

ACTUAL (by quarter)

Complete atlas
for two (2)
districts per
annum
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QUARTER 4
While an informal
agreement regarding
the offering of a
course, has been
reached with UniZulu,
we have not been
able to proceed any
further on the issue
relating to ASAPA
(the professional
archaeological body)

FINANCIAL RESOURCES: Programme 5 (Research and Compliance)

Economic
classification

Current
payments
Compensation of
employees

Additional appropriation

Main
appropriation
2009/2010

Virement/
Reprioritisation

245

(15)

Other
adjustments

Actual Expenditure
April 2009 – March
2010

Adjusted
appropriation
2009/2010

Amount

Amount

(15)

2

% of
Budget

Available funds as at
31 March 2010

Amount

% of
Budget

230

197

85.65%

33

14.35%

2

1

50.00%

1

50.00%

Goods and
services

131

(5)

(5)

126

107

84.92%

19

15.08%

Other

112

(10)

(10)

102

89

87.25%

13

12.75%

245

(15)

(15)

230

197

85.65%

33

14.35%

Payments for
capital assets
Buildings and
other fixed
structures
Machinery and
equipment
Other
Total Economic
Classification:
Programme 5
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OVERALL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE BY PROGRAMME LEVEL

Additional appropriation
Programme

Adjusted
appropriation
2009/2010

Main appropriation
2009/2010
Virement/
Reprioritisation

ADMINISTRATION
HERITAGE PROJECTS
KWAZULU CULTURAL MUSEUM
EMAKHOSINI OPHATHE
HERITAGE PARK
RESEARCH AND COMPLIANCE

Total Payments & Estimates

18 842

(500)

1 555

565

844

Other
adjustments

Amount

Actual
Expenditure April
2009 – March
2010

Available funds
as at 31 March
2010

Amount

% of
Budget

Amount

% of
Budget

(500)

18 342

17 932

97.76%

410

2.24%

245

810

2 365

929

39.28%

1 436

60.72%

46

98

144

988

820

83.00%

168

17.00%

1 132

(96)

1 657

1 561

2 693

675

25.06%

2 018

74.94%

245

(15)

(15)

230

197

85.65%

33

14.35%

22 618

-

2 000

24 618

20 553

83.49%

4 065

16.51%

2 000

RECONCILIATION TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT:
R '000
Available funds at year end

4 065

Leave pay provision not accounted for

(244)

Under-recovery of budgeted income for the year
Utilisation of prior year surplus

460
(3 504)

Surplus on sale of assets

74

Loss on livestock trading

(85)

Multi Media Centre capital expenditure
Multi Media Centre operational expenditure
Depreciation
Capital expenditure
Surplus per statement of financial performance

Amafa AkwaZulu Natali/Heritage KwaZulu Natal

13 658
(225)
(1 263)
883
13 819
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OVERALL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

Economic
classification

Additional appropriation
Main appropriation
2009/2010

Virement/
Reprioritisation

Other
adjustments

Total
additional
appropriation

1 920

729

Adjusted
appropriation
2009/2010

Actual
Expenditure April
2009 – March 2010

Available funds as
at 31 March 2010

Amount

% of
Budget

Amount

% of
Budget

22 379

19 409

86.73%

2 970

13.27%

(996)

14 328

14 059

98.12%

269

1.88%

Current payments

21 650

(1 191)

Compensation of
employees

15 324

(996)

5 489

(155)

1 755

1 600

7 089

4 757

67.10%

2 332

32.90%

Other

837

(40)

165

125

962

593

61.64%

369

38.36%

Payments for capital
assets

968

1 191

80

1 271

2 239

1 144

51.09%

1 095

48.91%

Buildings and other
fixed structures

250

81

81

331

80

24.17%

251

75.83%

Machinery and
equipment

317

510

510

827

883

106.77%

(56)

-6.77%

Other

401

600

80

680

1 081

181

16.74%

900

83.26%

2 000

2 000

24 618

20 553

83.49%

4 065

16.51%

Goods and services

Total Economic
Classification

22 618
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The following information reflects components of the Human Resources Directorate of the organisation:
Employment and Vacancies
The following table summarises the number of posts on the establishment, the number of employees and the vacancy rate. The table is presented in terms of
occupational levels as identified by each directorate within the organisation:

Occupation level

MALES

FEMALES

VACANT POSTS

TOTAL

VACANCY
RATE

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Senior Management

1

-

2

2

2

-

1

1

2

11

18.18%

Principal/Senior Heritage Officer

5

-

-

1

1

-

-

2

5

14

35.71%

Field and Administrative Officers

4

-

-

-

5

-

-

1

1

11

9.09%

Technicians and Artisans

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

4

25.00%

Clerks, Guides and Reception

-

-

-

-

13

-

-

-

2

15

13.33%

Drivers

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

0.00%

General Assistants

16

-

-

-

24

-

-

-

-

40

0.00%

Foremen

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

0.00%

Patrollers

7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

0.00%

Interns

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

0.00%

Long-term Contract Employees

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

0.00%

40

0

2

3

47

0

1

4

11

108

10.19%

TOTAL
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Resignations and Retirement
The following table provides a summary of employee resignations and retirement, according to their occupational level during the 2009/2010 financial year:

Occupation level

MALES

FEMALES

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Senior Management
Principal/Senior Heritage Officer
Field and Administrative Officers
Technicians and Artisans
Clerks, Guides and Reception
Drivers
General Assistants
Foremen
Patrollers
Interns
Long-term Contract Employees

4
-

-

-

-

4
-

-

-

1
-

TOTAL

4

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

The table below presents a brief description of the departure of employees during the financial year:
Termination Type

Number

Death
Resignation
Expiry of Contract
Dismissal (misconduct)
Discharge due to ill-health
Retirement
Transfers to other organs of state

2
3
2
2
-

TOTAL

9
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Employee Progression and Development
Disclosed below, is the summary of staff recruitment for the period under review. This has been categorised according to the structural level into which the
respective member of staff was recruited.
MALES

FEMALES

Salary Band

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Lower Skilled (Levels 1 - 2)
Skilled (Levels 3 - 5)
Highly Skilled Production (Levels 6 - 8)
Highly Skilled Supervision (Levels 9 - 10)
Senior Management

1
1
-

-

-

-

2
1
1
-

-

-

-

TOTAL

2

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

In an effort to increase employee skill levels, various members of staff were capacitated by the attendance of training courses, workshops, seminars and
other forums which addressed development needs. The statistics of attendance of such forums is listed in the table below (disclosure per occupational level):

Occupation level

MALES

FEMALES

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Senior Management
Principal/Senior Heritage Officer
Field and Administrative Officers
Technicians and Artisans
Clerks, Guides and Reception
Drivers
General Assistants
Foremen
Patrollers
Interns
Long-term Contract Employees

1
4
1
6
8
-

-

-

-

1
1
7
6
1

-

-

1
-

TOTAL

20

0

0

0

16

0

0

1
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Job Progression
The following table summarises the number of post progressions during the year under review. The table also gives details of the number of job upgrade and
downgraded. This table is presented according to the structural level of the organisation.
Number of
posts

Number of
Jobs Evaluated

Lower Skilled (Levels 1 - 2)
Skilled (Levels 3 - 5)
Highly Skilled Production (Levels 6 - 8)
Highly Skilled Supervision (Levels 9 - 10)
Senior Management

35
34
16
7
4

1
-

TOTAL

96

1

Salary Band

Percentage of Posts
Evaluated

Posts Upgraded

Posts
Downgraded

0.00%
0.00%
6.25%
0.00%
0.00%

1
-

-

1.04%

1

0

Disciplinary Action
Disciplinary action was taken against four (4) members of staff. None of the punitive measures resulted in dismissals.

BATTLE OF ULUNDI MEMORIAL, ULUNDI

MUSEUM GUIDE AT MODEL OF ONDINI ROYAL RESIDENCE
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BLAAUKRANTZ MEMORIAL

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

The Hon. Premier
(KwaZulu – Natal)
Council of Amafa
AkwaZulu Natali
Chief Executive
Officer
Deputy Director: Administration,
HR and Legal

Administration
and HR

Legal
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Deputy Director: Finance

Finance

Heritage Sites

Deputy Director: Support,
Professional, Technical and IT

TA Liaisons
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Exhibitions
and
Collections

Professional
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GENERAL INFORMATION

NAME OF PUBLIC ENTITY

AMAFA AKWAZULU-NATALI
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO THE KWAZULU-NATAL PROVINCIAL
LEGISLATURE ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF AMAFA AKWAZULU NATALI
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2010
REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Introduction
1. I have audited the accompanying financial statements of Amafa AkwaZulu Natali, which
comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2010, the statement of
financial performance, statement of changes in net assets and cash flow statement for
the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory information, as set out on pages 74 to 84.
Accounting authority’s responsibility for the financial statements
2. The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in accordance with the South African Standards of Generally
Recognised Accounting Practice (SA Standards of GRAP) and in the manner required
by the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999)
(PFMA). This responsibility includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal
control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying
appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in
the circumstances.
Auditor-General’s responsibility
3. As required by section 188 of the Constitution of South Africa, section 4 of the Public
Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA) and section 24(2) of the
KwaZulu-Natal Heritage Act, 2008 (Act No. 4 of 2008) (KZN HA) read with section 55(c)
of the PFMA my responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based
on my audit.
4. I conducted my audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing and
General Notice 1570 of 2009 issued in Government Gazette 32758 of 27 November
2009. Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.
5. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation
and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements.
6. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for my audit opinion.
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Basis for qualified opinion
Property, plant and equipment
7. Adequate and appropriate supporting documentation for land and buildings totalling
R1 768 831 was not provided. The entity did not account for depreciation on these land
and buildings disclosed in note 4 to the financial statements as required in terms of the
Standard of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice, GRAP 17, Property, plant and
equipment. The above limitation resulted in me not being able to quantify the impact of
the misstatement on the financial statements. Consequently I could not obtain alternate
sufficient and appropriate audit evidence to satisfy myself as to the valuation of these
land and buildings.
Revenue
8. The entity did not institute accounting controls over cash collections from gatetakings prior to recording thereof in their accounting records. Accordingly, I am
unable to confirm that the amount of R651 168 disclosed as gate-takings in the
detailed statement of financial performance is complete as it was impractical for me
to extend my examination beyond the receipts actually recorded
Qualified opinion
9. In my opinion, except for the effects of the matters described in the basis for qualified
opinion paragraphs, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Amafa AKwaZulu Natali as at 31 March 2010 and its financial
performance and its cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with GRAP and
in the manner determined by National Treasury and as required by the PFMA.
Emphasis of matter
I draw attention to the matter below. My opinion is not modified in respect of this matter:
Restatement of corresponding figures
10. As disclosed in note 13 to the financial statements, the corresponding figures for
31 March 2009 have been restated due to a change in accounting policy to comply with
GRAP 17 and GRAP 23.
Additional matters
I draw attention to the matters below.
matters:

My opinion is not modified in respect of these

Unaudited supplementary schedules
11. The supplementary information set out on pages 85 to 86 does not form part of the
financial statements and is presented as additional information. I have not audited these
schedules and accordingly I do not express an opinion thereon.
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REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
12. In terms of the PAA and General notice 1570 of 2009, issued in Government Gazette
No. 32758 of 27 November 2009, I include below my findings on the report on
predetermined objectives, compliance with the PFMA, KZN HA and financial
management (internal control).
Findings
Predetermined objectives
Usefulness of information
13. The following criteria were used to assess the usefulness of the planned and reported
performance:
 Consistency: Has the council reported on its performance against the objectives,
indicators and targets in its approved strategic plan and annual performance plan, i.e.
are the objectives, indicators and targets consistent between planning and reporting
documents?
 Relevance: Is there a clear and logical link between the objectives, outcomes,
outputs, indicators and performance targets?
 Measurability: Are objectives made measurable by means of indicators and targets?
Are indicators well defined and verifiable, and are targets specific, measurable, and
time bound?
The following audit findings relate to the above criteria:
Planned and reported performance targets not specific, measurable or time bound
14. For the selected programmes, the planned and reported targets were not:
 specific in clearly identifying the nature and the required level of performance;
 measurable in identifying the required performance;
 time bound in specifying the time period or deadline for delivery.
Compliance with laws and regulations
Public Finance Management Act and Treasury Regulations
Non-adherence to legislation
15. The entity did not develop a framework of acceptable level of materiality and significance
with the executive authority as required by section 28.3 of Treasury Regulations.
INTERNAL CONTROL
16. I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial statements and the
report on predetermined objectives and compliance with the PFMA and the KZN HA, but
not for the purposes of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control.
The matters reported below are limited to the deficiencies identified during the audit.
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Financial and performance management
17. The financial statements were subject to material amendments subsequent to audit
findings being issued due to inadequate reviews by management to ensure that the
financial statements are GRAP compliant prior to submission to audit. However,
management has taken positive steps to ensure that an amended set of financial
statement was produced, which was in compliance with the GRAP standards.
Governance
18. Internal controls over gate-takings were not adequately developed to ensure that the
revenue from gate-takings was received in full.

Pietermaritzburg
30 July 2010
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